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4 Archaeology and Cultural Heritage 

Introduction 

4.1 This chapter appraises the impacts on archaeological and cultural heritage resources (collectively 

referred to as ‘heritage assets’) from the installation of the proposed FAB Link HVDC 

interconnector cable across Alderney. This chapter draws on relevant topic guidance and 

consultation to inform the appraisal and sets out the proposed measures to mitigate any potential 

adverse impacts.   

4.2 This chapter identifies the likely impacts on these heritage assets in terms of the potential for 

direct physical disturbance and changes within the settings of the assets and assesses the 

overall significance of effect. 

4.3 The construction stage of the proposed development is more likely to result in impacts and 

effects on heritage assets than the operational stage.  This is because there would be very little 

visible indication of the proposed development following the completion of construction and 

commissioning. 

Assessment Methodology 

Policy and Guidance 

4.4 The principal legal framework for the proposed development is provided by The Building and 

Development Control (Alderney) Law 2002 (the Law).  Section 6 of the Law advises that the 

(Building and Development Control) Committee may grant or refuse permission for a proposed 

development, or may grant permission subject to certain conditions.  Section 8 of the Law states 

that, with regard to a historic building registered in the Register of Historic Buildings, the 

Committee should have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building and any 

features of special historic, architectural, artistic or archaeological interest that it may possess.  A 

similar consideration applies to permissions granted for development within a conservation area, 

where the Committee should have special regard to the desirability of preserving and enhancing 

the character and appearance of the area of special or architectural interest.    

4.5 A list of Historic Buildings, Ancient Areas and Conservation Areas has been published by the 

States of Alderney. 

Consultation 

Table 4.1: Consultation Responses Relevant to this Chapter 

Date Consultee and Issues Raised How/ Where Addressed 

4th April 
2016 

Trevor Davenport, Alderney Society 
(TD) 
 
TD described the various types and 
sources of available information 
regarding the archaeology and history of 
Alderney. 

 
 
 
These sources have been examined 
and the results described in the 
baseline environment section of this 
chapter (paragraphs 4.24 - 4.83). 
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Date Consultee and Issues Raised How/ Where Addressed 

 
TD advised contact with Jason 
Monaghan, Guernsey Museums and 
Galleries. 
 
 

 
Contact was made with Jason 
Monaghan and aspects of the 
archaeological sites in the area of 
Longis Common were discussed. 
 

18th May 
2016 

Marcus Roberts, J-Trails (MRo) 
 
MRo described the results of his research 
with regard to the treatment of forced 
labourers during the occupation of the 
island in WWII, with particular reference 
to the ‘Russian cemetery’ on Longis 
Common and the irregular disposal of 
other bodies following their death. 
 
MRo concerned that the cable route 
across Longis Common should avoid the 
known WWII cemetery. 
 
 
 
MRo pointed out that there could also be 
human remains of WWII date within the 
cable route on Longis Common as a 
result of the route here being within an 
anti-tank minefield. 
 
 
 
MRo raised an additional concern 
regarding potential impacts on a possible 
execution site adjacent to the anti-tank 
wall at Longis Bay, evidenced by bullet 
splashes on the wall. 
 
 
 
 
MRo advised that the appropriate Jewish 
authorities should be consulted in 
advance of the development and 
agreement of the protocol for dealing with 
any human remains that may be 
encountered during construction.  

 
 
This research, along with that of 
others, has been taken into account 
in the baseline environment section 
of this chapter (paragraphs 4.24 - 
4.83). 

 
 
 
The cable route has been carefully 
selected to avoid the known extent of 
the cemetery and is also outside a 
proposed ‘buffer zone’ (paragraph 
4.76 of this chapter). 
 
All works in the Longis Common area 
would be conducted very carefully so 
as not to damage or disturb remains 
– a suitable protocol would be in 
place to deal with any identified 
human remains (paragraphs 4.93 - 
4.95 of this chapter). 
 
Any works in the area of the possible 
execution site would be conducted 
very carefully so as not to damage or 
disturb remains – a suitable protocol 
would be in place to deal with any 
identified human remains.(paragraph 
4.95 of this chapter). 
 
 
The appropriate Jewish authorities 
have been consulted 

Methodology 

4.6 A study area for collection of baseline data was established based on experience and best 

practice (Figure 4.1).  This study area extends to Mean Low Water in Longis Bay and Corblets 

Bay. 

4.7 Data regarding known heritage assets (designated and undesignated) were acquired from a 

number of sources, including the Alderney Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) maintained by 

Guernsey Museums and Galleries, the National Archives (Kew) and records held by the Alderney 

Society (at Alderney Museum, St Anne). 
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4.8 A site visit was undertaken in order to check for the presence of heritage assets within and 

adjacent to the proposed development that have not been previously recorded and in order to 

assess the current settings of designated heritage assets that could be affected by the proposed 

development.  Examination has been made of available geotechnical information, including the 

results of geotechnical and geophysical surveys undertaken with specific regard to the proposed 

development.   

4.9 The text below includes information related to the potential for the presence within the land 

impacted by the proposed development to contain archaeological and cultural heritage remains 

that are currently unknown.  This potential presence is based on knowledge gleaned from 

analysis of the information on the identified heritage assets as well as aspects such as 

topography and subsurface deposits (including basal geology) along with an understanding of 

previous activities at these locations. 

4.10 The extent of the baseline data-gathering and the subsequent presentation of that data is in 

general conformance with the relevant Standard and Guidance issued by the Chartered Institute 

for Archaeologists (CIfA 2014a). 

4.11 The chapter then goes on to assess the likely impact of the proposed development on the 

significance of the identified and potential heritage assets.  In order to do this it is necessary to 

appraise the significance of the heritage assets as well as understand the nature and extent of 

the impact on that significance. 

4.12 Although there is no specific guidance on heritage significance with regard to Alderney, this 

heritage statement will follow the guidance on understanding heritage values and heritage 

significance as published by English Heritage in the document Conservation Principles, Policies 

and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment (EH, 2008).  

According to this guidance, heritage values fall into four inter-related groups: 

 Evidential value – the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity; 

 Historical value - this derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life 

can be connected through a place to the present.  This value tends to be illustrative 

(providing insights into past communities and their activities) or associative (association with 

a notable family, person, event or movement); 

 Aesthetic value – this derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual 

stimulation from a place; and 

 Communal value – this derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, 

or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. 

4.13 Where the heritage statement addresses the likely impacts on heritage assets as a result of 

changes within their settings, the following definition of the setting of a heritage asset is used: 

‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may 

change as the asset and its surroundings evolve.  Elements of a setting may make a positive or 
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negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that 

significance or may be neutral.’ 

4.14 The Historic England guidance document makes the following points: 

 Extensive heritage assets such as landscapes or townscapes can include many heritage 

assets and their nested and overlapping settings, as well as having a setting of their own; 

 The setting of a heritage asset may reflect the character of the wider townscape or 

landscape in which it is situated, whether fortuitously or by design; 

 The importance of a setting of a heritage asset is what it contributes to the significance of 

the asset; 

 Where the significance of a heritage asset has been compromised in the past by 

unsympathetic development within its setting, consideration still needs to be given as to 

whether additional change will further detract from (or possibly enhance) the significance of 

the asset; 

 The contribution made by its setting to the significance of a heritage asset does not depend 

on public access; and 

 Heritage assets that comprise only buried archaeological remains have a setting, although 

this may not be readily appreciated by a casual observer. 

4.15 The document goes on to provide advice on a staged approach to decision-taking by outlining a 

five-stage approach: 

1. Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected; 

2. Assess whether, how and to what degree these settings make a contribution to the 

significance of the heritage asset(s); 

3. Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or harmful, on that 

significance; 

4. Explore the way to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm; and 

5. Make and document the decision and monitor outcomes. 

4.16 Although assessments of changes within the settings of heritage assets can involve non-visual 

issues such as noise, it is more usually the visual aspects of a development that form the major 

part of the assessment. 

4.17 The existence of direct lines of sight between the heritage asset and the proposed development 

is an important factor in judging the visual impact of the development.  However it is possible for 

changes within the setting to occur even when such a relationship does not exist.  For example, 

views towards a listed building from a frequently visited location, such as a park or a public 
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footpath, may be affected by the presence of a larger development, even if the development is 

not directly visible from the building itself. 

4.18 An assessment of visual impacts on the heritage assets and their settings needs to take into 

account a wide variety of factors including the location of the asset within the physical landscape, 

its relationship with contemporary and non-contemporary features within that landscape and the 

location, size and character of the proposed development in relation to these factors. 

4.19 The assessment then needs to balance the impact of these various considerations on the basis 

of informed professional judgment.  Assessment of visual impacts is undertaken in accordance 

with the procedures expressed in the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

(3rd Edition, Landscape Institute, 2013).  If there is the potential for changes within the setting of 

heritage assets due to noise or other impacts than these would be considered using appropriate 

procedures. 

4.20 There should also be consideration of the sensitivity to change of the setting of a heritage asset.  

This requires examination of the current setting with regard to identifying elements that contribute 

to the significance of the asset, elements that make a neutral contribution to the significance of 

the asset and elements that make a negative contribution to (i.e. detract from) the significance of 

the asset. 

Limitations of the Assessment 

4.21 The assessment has made use of available source material but it is likely that some other source 

data relating to the occupation of the island during WWII remains unavailable due to government 

classification. 

4.22 No purposive intrusive archaeological fieldwork has been undertaken along the proposed cable 

route.  This is due to a combination of factors, principally the unstable nature of the ground in the 

vicinity of Longis Common (loose, wind-blown sand), and the need for suitable protocols to be 

agreed and in place during such work (both for dealing with any human remains or unexploded 

ordnance that might be encountered).  

4.23 The limitations described above do not significantly affect the robustness of the assessment 

presented within this chapter. 

Assessment 

Baseline environment 

4.24 A gazetteer of identified heritage assets is presented as Appendix 4.1 of this Environmental 

Report and the assets are shown on Figures 4.1 - 4.4 as Sites 001 - 068. 

4.25 Much of the proposed development is located within a Zone identified in the Alderney Land Use 

Plan as a Protected Area Zone – this includes Longis Common, Longis Bay (to Mean Low Water) 

and Corblets Bay (to Mean Low Water).  The Protected Area Zone extends around virtually the 

whole of the coastal edge of the island and in some places extends further inland.  The text of the 

Alderney Land Use Plan provides the following Statement of Intent for this Zone: ‘To preserve 

and protect the Island’s natural and archaeological heritage’. 
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4.26 Several Archaeologically Important Areas and Sites are identified within the Protected Area Zone 

in order to ‘highlight their existence and importance’.  These include: 

 Longis Common Conservation Area – this area contains the greatest concentration of 

archaeological finds; 

 Coastguard Cottages and Red Tiles – beneath these properties and gardens is an Iron Age 

collective burial site;  

 Neolithic / Early Bronze Age grave south of Fort Tourgis; 

 Bronze Age enclosure north of Mannez House – wall constructed of sandstone blocks with a 

turf wall infill; 

 The Nunnery – Roman walls within the structure have courses of Roman tile and medieval 

walls are also present; 

 Le Petit Blaye – terraces and walls of archaeological interest; and 

 Mesolithic settlement north of Val L’Emauve, between the airport runway and road.   

4.27 The Alderney Land Use Plan advises (with regard to this Zone) that ‘If a proposed development 

is likely to infringe upon a potentially important Archaeological site listed within the Sites and 

Monuments Record, then the Committee shall seek the advice of an appropriate organisation on 

how best to proceed’.  

4.28 As mentioned above, part of the proposed development lies within a Conservation Area 

designated by the States of Alderney in June 1991, with an extension added in September 1992 

(C/004 – Longis Common and surrounding area; 001).  Although there is no formal written 

appraisal of this Conservation Area, the designation is relevant with regard to Policy GEN4 of the 

Policy, which requires the Committee to consider ‘the need to conserve and protect the Island’s 

heritage…’.  All of the proposed development to the south of Whitegates Road is within the 

designated Conservation Area, including almost all of the intertidal area of Longis Bay (Figure 

4.1). 

4.29 There are several structures within the vicinity of the proposed cable route that have been 

designated as Historic Buildings by the State of Alderney (Figure 4.1).  These include: the Roman 

fort or signal station known as The Nunnery (or Chateau de Longis) (002); the Tudor defensive 

position known as Essex Castle (003) and the Pepper Pot watchtower added subsequently to this 

castle (004); the Napoleonic Corblets Barracks (Sharpes Farm) and SWD Shed at Mannez (008 

and 009 respectively); the Victorian forts of Ile de Raz (005), Corblets (006) and Château á 

L’Étoc (007); and the WWII naval direction-finding tower known as the Odeon (010).  Further 

information on each of these designated heritage assets is provided below.    

4.30 Arnold (2013) describes how the island was likely to have been part of mainland Europe until 

around 8,000 BC but had become an island by 7,000 BC as a result of rising sea-levels at the 

end of the most recent glacial period.  Material dating to the time when Alderney was part of the 
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mainland has been found in the Longis area and came from examination of what is considered to 

be a raised former storm-beach (Jenkinson et al 1991).  Although most of the material recovered 

was from later periods, the authors of the published report considered three cores, two scrapers 

and three flakes (all flint) to be of Middle Palaeolithic date.  

4.31 The presence of a substantial site of Mesolithic date at Porcieux/Mannez (011) was suggested by 

Patton (1993) on the basis of material held at Alderney Museum.  He considered the artefacts to 

be of Middle Mesolithic date (generally c. 8,000 BC – 6,500 BC).  This material has recently been 

reviewed and the date range confirmed (Conneller et al 2016).  The activity at Porcieux/Mannez 

appears to relate to a time at which Alderney became an island rather than a peninsula and it is 

suggested that the dynamism of the rapidly changing landscape encouraged occupation rather 

than acting as a barrier. 

4.32 This recent study also reviewed the lithic material recovered from Longis (cf. Jenkinson et al 

1991) and found that the bulk of the assemblage could be of Late Upper Palaeolithic, Late 

Mesolithic or Early Neolithic in date, with the latter period considered to be the most likely 

(Conneller et al 2016, 32).  Worked flint has also been recovered adjacent to the causeway 

leading to Rat Island, but the date and exact location is not recorded (012).  A small assemblage 

of flint has been found west of Mannez Quarry, possibly in connection with a raised beach, but no 

further details are known (013). 

4.33 The presence on the Channel Islands of megalithic monuments dating to the Neolithic period has 

long been known.  On Alderney these include Les Porciaux North (014) and Les Porciaux South 

(015), initially recorded by the antiquarian Frederick Corbin Lukis in the mid-19th century and 

summarised by TD Kendrick (1928).  Les Porciaux North was probably a gallery grave which is 

still extant, albeit with a Second World War gun emplacement now incorporated into the 

structure, whilst Les Pourciaux South appears to have been a passage grave of which very little 

survives.  A small cist was also found close to Les Porciaux North (016). 

4.34 At the western edge of Longis Common, in the area known as Whitegates, is the recorded 

location of a menhir (standing stone) that was broken up and removed in the 1830s (017), whilst 

another possible megalithic site has been recorded on Essex Hill (018).  Another potential 

megalithic monument near 'Peter Fourneau's Cottage' at Longis Bay was recorded by Frances 

Lukis (019). Here there was apparently a series of stone cists and a number of polished axes, 

pots, human bones and other prehistoric objects were found.  A ruined megalithic chamber was 

recorded by John Lukis at Vaux Trembliers Bay in 1838, possibly with a second structure to the 

north-west (020).  Most of the megalithic structures are likely to represent burial sites, although 

recent GIS-based analysis of their locations seeks to provide a greater understanding of the use 

of the landscape during the period of their construction (Gillings 2009). 

4.35 Cambell et al (2001) describe the recorded presence in the Longis area of a sequence of peaty 

organic deposits and also windblown material.  There are thin peaty deposits within the intertidal 

zone of Longis Bay (021; 022), although these are deeper in basinal structures that are present in 

this zone.  At one location within the intertidal zone east of the Raz Island causeway, a 0.7m thick 

exposure of peat produced a date for the commencement of formation of 5520±80 BP (6084 Cal 
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BP).  This date falls within the middle of the Neolithic.  The pollen recovered from the peat was 

indicative of an open pond close to the sea. 

4.36 Geotechnical work undertaken for FAB Link has found a 0.6m thick peaty deposit at one location 

within Longis Bay (sealed beneath 4.5m of sand) and this may equate with the material 

previously sampled and dated.  Much closer inshore, approximately 30m from the anti-tank wall, 

a trial pit on the beach identified a 0.3m thick peaty deposit beneath 2.5m of sand.  A second trial 

pit directly adjacent to the seaward side of the anti-tank wall found a 2.4m thick deposit of peat 

beneath 0.6m of sand.  Thus the depth of peat appears to be variable in thickness, indicating 

possible basinal structures here as previously suggested by Campbell et al (2001). 

4.37 At a location on the foreshore, again east of the Raz Island causeway (and close to the rifle 

butts), a peaty deposit of similar thickness (0.6-0.7m) was revealed by the scouring of the beach 

in a storm event.  A radiocarbon date of 2430±70 BP (2533 Cal BP) was obtained from a cattle 

bone (Bos primagenus) extracted from this peat (James and Dillon 1991) which falls within the 

early-middle part of the Iron Age.  Examination of the fauna recovered from the deposit indicated 

a pond formed on a sand bed surrounded by dunes, marshes and possibly semi-stabilised soils. 

4.38 A series of boreholes was drilled on Longis Common during the 1970s, immediately west of 

Longis Pond (aka La Mare du Roe), as part of a survey to identify water sources.  These showed 

the presence of a peat deposit varying in thickness from c. 0.5m to 1.6m, sealed beneath 3m to 

4.5m of sand.  In two out of the four boreholes there was also sand beneath the peat deposit.  

Subsequent research reported in Campbell et al (2001) included further boreholes and provided 

a sequence for Longis Common that showed the onset of peat accumulation at around 4095 Cal 

BP (i.e. early Neolithic) with conditions suggesting an unshaded mire or large dune slack with 

areas of wetland (similar to the current situation). 

4.39 Geotechnical investigations for FAB Link at a location on the landward side of the sea wall and 

immediately south of Longis Common Road found a single peaty deposit 2.4m thick sealed 

beneath 4.6m of sand.  This is the same thickness of peat was recorded seaward of the sea wall 

(para. 4.13 above), although the actual height of the surface of the peat was slightly higher on the 

landward side.  Beneath the peat on the landward side was 2.5m of alluvial material.  A trial pit 

just to the north, on the opposite side of Longis Common Road, was excavated to a depth of 4m 

below ground level and found only sand to this depth.  A borehole drilled just to the north of this 

test pit extended to a depth of 4.2m below ground level and again did not reach the base of the 

sand here. 

4.40 Campbell et al (2001) suggest that at the onset of peat formation as revealed in the intertidal area 

(and dated to around the beginning of the Neolithic period), sea level was lower than the known 

tidal reef at the edge of Longis Bay.  The land now within the intertidal zone was an area of 

marsh and open water, beyond which were dunes forming a barrier before the beach and the sea 

were reached.  This barrier prevented marine water incursion even during the continuing general 

rise in sea levels, however the presence of the dunes, along with beach sands revealed at times 

of marine regression, resulted in episodes of (windblown) sand deposition that occasionally 

overwhelmed the marshy areas from the early Bronze Age onwards and prevented further peat 

formation except in localised areas. 
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4.41 At the western edge of Longis Common, close to the location of the menhir mentioned above 

(para. 4.11), a hoard of Bronze Age metalwork was discovered in 1832 during land clearance in 

this area (023).  The ‘Alderney Hoard’ contained around 200 pieces including fragments of 

swords, socketed spear points, axes and bracelets.  A cremation burial was also found with a 

bronze bucket-shaped vessel (Sebire 2005).  Contemporary reports describe other areas of 

possible prehistoric activity in and around this area (Whitegates), including stone coffins and also 

hearths (024; 025; 026).  A tumulus or barrow, possibly of Bronze Age date, has been recorded 

on Essex Hill (027) and there are records of Bronze Age burials found at Isle de Raz (028).  

Another possible burial mound has been suggested at a location south-east of Fort Albert (029), 

whilst to the west of Mannez Quarry a barrow containing stone cists with grave goods and human 

remains was visited by John Lukis in 1838, by which point it was in ruins (030).  Another group of 

stone cists was discovered during the building of Chateau L’Étoc in 1853.  Urns with burnt bones 

and ashes were found, also two bronze halberds were found near to the cemetery (031). 

4.42 Iron Age activity is also recorded in the Whitegates area in the form of pottery and other objects 

(032).  Additional sites of this date have been found to the south-east along the road from 

Whitegates to the Nunnery.  These include an important pottery-working site within what is now 

the eastern end of the golf course (033) with possible associated settlement (034), also at least 

two burials at Coastguards Cottages (035).  Other burials are also recorded in this vicinity (036).  

A number of quernstones of probable Iron Age date have been found on the beach at Longis Bay 

(037). 

4.43 Essex Hill is the location of a possible prehistoric promontory fort, likely to have been of Iron Age 

date (038), whilst at least one cist burial is recorded in the same location (039).  A number of 

cists were found just beyond the north wall of The Nunnery in the 1920s and artefacts of 

prehistoric and Roman date were found in the vicinity of these burials (040).  A findspot close to 

the railway is recorded on the HER as ‘eight sherds of prehistoric pottery marked found near 

L’Étoc Quarry, Alderney in the 1950s’ – nothing further is known (041). 

4.44 The building known as The Nunnery (002) was considered for many years to incorporate 

elements of Roman date within its construction (e.g. Johnston 1981).  Recent detailed 

investigation (Monaghan 2008; 2010; 2011; 2012; 2014; Sebire and Wood 2002) has confirmed 

that the structure represents a well-preserved shore fort or signal station in square form with 

rounded corners each containing a half-circular bastion.  This dates to around 300 AD and the 

existence in its original form of a central tower has also been confirmed through excavation.  The 

eastern wall has fallen away (an event that occurred later than the 17th century) and the remnants 

of this collapsed wall are lying on the beach adjacent to the fort. 

4.45 There are several reports that indicate the presence of extra-mural Roman settlement in the 

vicinity of The Nunnery and the western side of Longis Common (cf. Kendrick 1928; Monaghan 

2013; Sturdy Coll and Colls 2013).  These include substantial building footings (042), the remains 

of smaller buildings (043) and also dump deposits rich in artefacts (044).  Some Roman material 

has been found further to the north-west, well beyond the common (045). 

4.46 Recently a study of a large quantity of pottery probably found in the late 1950s in excavations just 

outside The Nunnery indicated the presence of the remains of a military site of late 1st to 2nd 
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century AD date, i.e. a precursor to The Nunnery (Monaghan and de Jersey 2015).  Roman 

remains in the area are generally sealed beneath 1.5m to 2m of windblown sand, as was the Iron 

Age pottery-working site at the golf course.  Roman burials have been recorded from Rat Island 

(028), whilst Roman material and worked flints have been found on Longis Beach (046). 

4.47 The study of the changing Holocene environment by Campbell et al (2002) proposes that during 

the early part of the Iron Age groundwater levels began to increase, possibly in response to 

changes to the rate of relative sea level rise leading to increased sand movement.  An increase in 

height of the putative coastal sand barrier on the line of the offshore reef would have resulted in a 

rise in groundwater levels behind the dunes. 

4.48 From the mid-5th century BC however, depths of open water areas were reduced and reed 

swamps formed around the margins.  The large open body of water has disappeared and the 

proposed coastal sand barrier has gone, resulting in the open bay that is there today.  This must 

have happened by around the end of the Iron Age as the Roman activity here suggests the 

requirement for a coastal fort to protect ships using Longis Bay as an anchorage.  Major episodes 

of deposition of windblown sands are recorded in archaeological investigations and in the recent 

geotechnical work and it is clear is that the land surfaces of the later prehistoric and Roman 

periods on Longis Common are definitely several metres lower than the present ground level.  

This sand may have come from the former coastal barrier as well as from onshore dunes and 

from exposed beach deposits. 

4.49 Alderney was granted to the monastery of Mont St Michel by Duke William of Normandy in a 

charter dated to AD 1042.  Following William’s successful capture of the English throne in AD 

1066, Alderney was attached to the English Crown. 

4.50 A survey for the construction of defences on the island was undertaken in 1547 and at least two 

positions were established.  Essex Castle or Fort (003) overlooked Longis Bay, whilst work was 

also undertaken at the existing Roman fort or signal station known as The Nunnery (002), also on 

the edge of Longis Bay. 

4.51 The presence of these Tudor defensive positions emphasises the importance of Longis Bay, 

which was the main harbour on Alderney until the 19th century.  Maps and charts of 18th century 

date show the ‘Petit Port de Longy’ with Essex Castle marked as a ‘Chateau’ and The Nunnery 

as ‘Le Fort’.   There may have been a jetty on the west side of the bay, although records indicate 

that this had ceased to be maintained by the 19th century and all that remains are some massive 

stones (047).  These maps and charts also show indications of buildings extending to the south 

and more intermittently north-east of The Nunnery, along the edge of the bay.  This area was 

known as the ‘Old Town’ although it is not clear if this relates to a folk knowledge of settlement 

here or if ruins were still visible into the 19th and 20th centuries. 

4.52 Several graves were found in the area behind Longis Pond during the 19th century but these 

remain undated and the exact location of the site is not known (048).  The 18th century maps and 

charts certainly show the location of Longis Pond well to the east of its current position, with 

feeder streams to the north and north-west and an outlet stream from the southern edge of the 

pond to the sea at a point east of Longis Bay.  The early 20th century mapping of the island 
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shows the pond in its current location although it is depicted as an area of marsh rather than 

open water.   

4.53 A survey was undertaken in 1739 by a Colonel J H Bastide (on behalf of the Board of Ordnance) 

with a view to the establishment of new batteries around the island, but few of these were 

implemented and those that were remained as simple open earthworks.  Additional batteries 

were constructed at the end of the 18th century and by 1809 there were around 19 batteries in 

total, with barracks for more than 500 men. 

4.54 One of the principal 18th century defensive lines was established along the western part of Longis 

Bay, including a shoreline battery known as the Longis Lines (049), with additional batteries 

nearby on the lower slopes here leading up to Essex Castle.  These were reconfigured in about 

1804 and a new three-gun battery, known as Le Measurier’s Battery after the Lieutenant-

Governor of the island, was located centrally at Longis Bay to provide covering fire across much 

of the bay (050).  Some of the men required for these batteries were accommodated in new 

quarters constructed within The Nunnery (002) and at Longis Barracks (051), whilst the Pepper 

Pot watchtower (004) on the walls of Essex Castle (003) was built c. 1810-1816 by John Le 

Measurier. 

4.55 To the north of Longis Common were further batteries overlooking Corblets Bay, including the 

King’s Battery (052), Stony Hill Battery (053) and Château á L’Étoc Battery (054).  A smaller two-

gun shoreline battery was constructed in 1811 at Saye Bay (055).  Accommodation for officers 

was provided in part at Corblets Barracks, now Sharpes Farm (008) and for the lower ranks at 

quarters nearby now used as a store (009). 

4.56 There is a record of a vessel possibly called ‘Batiment’ being wrecked off the coast at Longis, on 

26th August 1696, but the exact location remains unknown (056).  A second vessel, a mail cutter 

called the ‘HitchinBrook’, was wrecked at Longis on 2nd February 1826 but again the exact 

location is not known (057). 

4.57 The Napoleonic Wars ended in 1815 and most of the artillery-based defensive positions 

established on Alderney during this period were not maintained and were in a poor state by 

around 1840.  In response to the French strengthening of Cherbourg, the Admiralty looked at the 

provision of harbours and renewed defences for each of the three main Channel Islands.  

Ultimately Alderney was identified as the most important location as its proximity to the French 

coast meant that it was the obvious lookout station for the monitoring of French ships (cf. 

Partridge & Davenport 1993, Davenport 2004). 

4.58 A decision was taken in 1844 to develop Braye as the main harbour (rather than Longis) and 

from 1850 until the early 1860s a programme of construction was undertaken that included the 

harbour at Braye along with a total of 18 forts and batteries.  This Victorian development 

represented the largest ever phase of construction on the island. 

4.59 Much of the stone used for the inner harbour and breakwater at Braye was brought from the 

quarry at Mannez and was transported along a newly established mineral railway (058).  In the 

vicinity in the proposed development the Victorian defences and related elements include: Fort 

Château á L’Étoc (007) and Fort Corblets (006) on either side of Corblets Bay; Essex Barracks 
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and Hospital (003) overlooking Longis Bay (and within the walls of the earlier castle here); and 

the (reconfigured) Longis Lines (049) and Fort Ile de Raz (Rat Island Fort) (005) on either side of 

Longis Bay. 

4.60 Around the time of WWI (1914-1918) a rifle range was established along the southern edge of 

Longis Common.  This was a 500 yard range with a large, north/south aligned, earthen butt at the 

eastern end which is still present (059).  There are two gun shelters on the eastern side of the 

butt.  Firing points were established at 500, 400, 300, 200 and 100 yards west from the butt, 

although later mapping suggests that the range was extended westwards towards the railway.  A 

substantial, north-west/south-east aligned, stone wall was constructed to the north of the earthen 

butt in order to shield a small row of cottages from stray rounds.  The wall is still extant (060) but 

the cottages have been demolished.   

4.61 The schooner Panope was refloated after being sunk at Mannez on 19th November 1854 (061), 

whilst a small fishing smack (the Saint Antoine) was wrecked in the same area on 11th January 

1904 (062) - but the exact location for both events remains unknown. 

4.62 Consideration of strategy and events during the First World War (1914-1918) led the British 

Government to view the Channel Islands as being of low strategic value with regard to the 

defence of the mainland.  Consequently as the German army advanced into northern France in 

June 1940 at the beginning of WWII, British troops on Alderney were evacuated and the island 

was demilitarised, with almost all of the civilian inhabitants leaving on the 23rd of June.  German 

soldiers arrived on the 2nd of July and occupied Alderney until the surrender in May 1945. 

4.63 During the period of occupation the Germans carried out an extensive programme of construction 

in order to incorporate Alderney into the so-called ‘Atlantic Wall’ – the defence of the coastline of 

north-west Europe.  Most of the Victorian defensive positions were modified, often considerably 

so, with the addition and insertion of strongpoints and resistance features usually built in 

reinforced concrete (cf. Davenport 2003). 

4.64 These modifications happened at Essex Castle (003) where the Pepper Pot watchtower (004) 

was adapted into an Observation Post and numerous other military features were constructed 

within and around the Tudor and Victorian parts of this defensive position, including a range-

finding bunker and a flak battery.  The Victorian battery at Longis Lines (049) was adapted into a 

‘resistance nest’, as was The Nunnery (002) and also Fort Ile de Raz (005).  In all of these 

locations the adaptations included the establishment of a range of features such as pillboxes, 

anti-aircraft batteries, machine-gun positions, searchlights etc.  Similar adaptations took place at 

Fort Corblets (006) and at Fort Château á L’Étoc (007). 

4.65 Additional military facilities were also established, including an anti-tank wall (063) extending 

around most of Longis Bay (Figure 4.4).  This was several hundred metres in length with a gap 

towards the eastern end.  A machine-gun bunker was placed centrally and there was an anti-tank 

gun position at the western end, close to The Nunnery.  Underwater obstacles were placed on 

the beach here.  A strongpoint (064) at the eastern end of Longis Bay was known as ‘Steinbruch’ 

and featured machine-gun positions and flak batteries as well as areas that were mined. 
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4.66 On the higher ground towards Mannez and Berry’s Quarries was a substantial flak battery known 

as ‘Höhe 145’ with six 88mm guns which could provide fire in all directions (065).   This complex 

included a naval range-finder with three storeys above ground level, known as The Odeon (010).  

To the west of Longis Common was a major defence line known as ‘Riegel Ost’ (066).  This 

included a double line of trenches along with weapon pits and personnel shelters.  Other 

elements of the German military presence have not been individually numbered for the purposes 

of this study. 

4.67 One aspect of the German occupation that is very relevant is the presence on the island of forced 

labour camps.  Initially the labour for the construction of the new fortifications was provided by the 

nominally civilian organisation known as Organisation Todt (OT), using German and foreign 

labour.  These labourers arrived in early-mid 1942 and were housed in four camps called 

Helgoland, Nordeney (067), Borkum and Sylt (each of these being an island in the German part 

of the North Sea).  However political prisoners and prisoners of war were brought in from July 

1942 and these forced labourers were also housed in three of the four camps and at some other 

locations (cf. Pantcheff 1981). 

4.68 The forced labourers included Russians, Ukrainians and Poles but these Eastern Europeans 

were collectively referred to as ‘Russians’.  Other forced labourers came from France and other 

European countries and included a number of French Jews – Pantcheff (1981, p9) suggests that 

in May 1943 there were approximately 4,000 workers on Alderney including 700 Russians and 

300 French Jews.  The overall number transported to Alderney during the period of occupation 

was much higher than this – Roberts (2014) suggests at least 16,000 ‘Russians’ were brought to 

the island in the period April to August 1942 alone – but many were returned to camps in France 

and elsewhere in occupied Europe. 

4.69 In March 1943 the camp at Sylt was passed by the OT to an SS Construction Brigade (SS 

Baubrigade I) – this Brigade was responsible for the running of all concentration camps in 

German-occupied territory and the Sylt camp was then occupied by more ‘Russians’ and by a 

further intake of political prisoners, criminals and conscientious objectors.  Conditions for the 

forced labourers at all of the camps were poor, but Sylt was very much the worst of the four.  

Although not discussed in any level of detail in the principal official history of the occupation 

(Cruikshank 1975), the dreadful treatment of the forced labourers has become increasingly clear 

from accounts of the survivors such as Georgi Kondakov (cf. Bonnard 1993, see also Steckoll 

1982). 

4.70 The number of deaths amongst the forced labourers is a matter of some dispute.  Pantcheff 

suggests a minimum of 389 whilst admitting that it is not possible to be ‘too mathematically 

precise’ (1981, p73).  This is based on figures relating to burials at two separate cemeteries but 

does not include deaths with no recorded burials and assumes that the figures for the two 

cemeteries are correct. 

4.71 However this minimum figure of 389 is likely to be considerably lower than the real number of 

deaths.  In the last few years, records have been made available that reveal much more detail 

about conditions in the forced labour camps and on the island more generally during the 

occupation.  These include records of interviews with survivors of the forced labour camps as 
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well as civilians who were on the island during this period and also serving members of the 

occupying forces.  Studies of these records indicate figures for the number of deaths that are 

substantially higher than those noted in the previous records (cf. Roberts 2014; Sturdy Colls and 

Colls n.d.). 

4.72 The largest of the two cemeteries was at Longis Common and was referred to as the ‘Russian’ 

cemetery (068).  This was probably established in the later months of 1942 and remained in use 

right through to the early part of 1945.  Photographs taken after the war show seven parallel rows 

of graves in the western end of the cemetery, each one marked with an individual cross bearing 

the name of the deceased.  However there is considerable evidence to show that this 

represented an attempt by the German military to ‘tidy up’ the cemetery; it was quickly 

established that some of the crosses bore more than one name and probably that not all graves 

were marked. 

4.73 In 1949 the graves containing three French Jews were opened and the remains returned to 

France, whilst the remaining burials were exhumed in 1962.  Pantcheff (1981) provides a figure 

of 329 burials for this cemetery, based on a survey of graves undertaken in 1945 and on the 

number of bodies exhumed in the 1960s (together with the three bodies that had already been 

exhumed in 1949).  Declassified wartime and post-war records show that as early as 1952 the 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission had established that in addition to the marked 

individual graves there was a mass grave on the eastern side of the cemetery containing the 

remains of at least 43 ‘Russians’, whilst a further area of burial on the southern edge of the 

cemetery contained the remains of five French Jews.  

4.74 Recent studies of the Longis Common cemetery site and surrounding area, including analysis of 

aerial photographs along with geophysical survey (resistance survey and also ground penetrating 

radar), have established that there are areas of apparent ground disturbance within and adjacent 

to the cemetery that could represent additional areas of burial (Sturdy Colls and Colls 2013; nd).  

Some of the recorded disturbance may relate to the post-war exhumations, but certainly the 

aerial photographic evidence indicates that the initial disturbance occurred during the war and the 

records of the exhumations are not adequate with regard to a full understanding of the area(s) 

and depth from which burials that were recovered.  Figure 4.5 shows the location of the ‘Russian’ 

cemetery as recorded on maps of the Longis Common area, whilst Figures 4.6 – 4.8 present 

wartime aerial photographs that show the extent of recorded disturbance in this area.  

4.75 The eastern boundary of the cemetery is contiguous with the western boundary of a linear anti-

tank minefield.  The location of this minefield is recorded on a map made by British military 

engineers at the end of the war ahead of clearance of the mines, shown on the British map to 

contain German tellermines along with Belgian-made Beute mines.  This linear minefield 

extended north from Longis Bay, with narrow gaps for Longis Common Road, the railway and 

Whitegates Road.  The wartime aerial photographs (Figures 4.6 - 4.8) appear to show this linear 

feature, with a very straight path on both the eastern and western sides.  If this is the minefield 

then it represents a probable ‘hard edge’ to the cemetery beyond which burials (including 

irregular disposal) are unlikely. 
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4.76 In order to avoid any impact on the former ‘Russian’ cemetery, the cable route has been aligned 

so that in this area it is within the linear minefield and as far from the recorded edge of the 

cemetery as can be reasonably achieved.  A ‘no-excavation’ area has been established in order 

to provide a buffer zone which takes in any areas of identified disturbance around the edges of 

the cemetery (Figure 4.9).  

4.77 Away from the known cemetery at Longis Common, there is also some potential for burials of 

WWII date to be present at other locations within the study area.  The recent studies of eye-

witness accounts (cf. Roberts 2014) include descriptions of ‘irregular disposal’, such as mass 

burials in the beach adjacent to the causeway leading to Fort Ile de Raz and potentially in the 

sands on the western side of Longis Bay (Roberts pers. comm.). 

4.78 A geophysical survey (caesium vapour magnetometer) has been undertaken along the cable 

route as part of the FAB Link geotechnical assessment.  At Longis Bay the survey shows a large 

high resistance anomaly in the land behind the anti-tank wall, also several smaller anomalies in 

this area and in the area immediately north of Longis Common Road (Figure 4.9).  These could 

result from disturbances associated with construction activities here, both for the anti-tank wall 

and for the road. 

4.79 To the north and within Longis Common the survey recorded several small high resistance 

anomalies.  These seem to coincide with the adjacent locations of the boreholes drilled here in 

the 1970s and may reflect the redistribution of ferrous material from within the sandstone 

encountered at the base of each of the boreholes. 

4.80 Further to the north, at a point where the cable route deviates from the existing track, is a more 

substantial high resistance anomaly.  No disturbance is known at this location although the 

possibility of activity here during WWII cannot be ruled out.  

4.81 The point at which the track starts to rise gently to meet Whitegates Road is shown clearly in the 

survey by a change to strong high resistance readings.  This represents the semi-metalled track 

running over the quarry spoil in this area.  The survey results along Whitegates Road are a 

mixture of high and low resistance readings, possibly indicating that the road crosses disturbed 

ground or that is has been constructed and repaired using a variety of materials.  The location at 

which the road crosses the railway is clearly indicated as an area of high resistance (Figure 

4.11). 

4.82 The remaining part of the cable route from Whitegates Road to the Transition Joint Bay (TJB) site 

at Corblets Bay is again quite mixed, indicating the nature of the quarry spoil that is present 

across most of this area. 

Assessment of impacts and effects 

4.83 The route of the cable trenches and the locations of associated infrastructure are indicated on all 

figures.   

4.84 The pit required for the TJB on the landward side of the anti-tank wall at Longis Bay would be 

approximately 2 - 3m deep.  It therefore has the potential to encounter the remains of 

archaeological activity from any period, also deposits of palaeoenvironmental interest in the form 
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of peat which is recorded here at a depth of 4.6m below ground level.  This peat may equate with 

similar material recorded in the vicinity for which a formation date in the early Neolithic has been 

proposed.  No archaeological horizons were noted within the blown sand above the peat during 

the geotechnical work undertaken for the proposed development, but such horizons may not 

have been apparent and also there was one part of the sequence where no recovery was 

possible.  The full extent of the impacts of WWII activities in this area, including those associated 

with the construction of the anti-tank wall, remain unknown.   

4.85 Excavation of the TJB pit through archaeological deposits within and beneath the blown sand 

would represent an impact leading to an adverse effect.  The level of effect is currently unknown 

as this depends on the significance of the archaeological deposits/material encountered. 

4.86 If the placement of the FAB Link cables in the intertidal zone at Longis Bay is by open-cut 

trenching, this could result in physical impacts on any peats or similar organic deposits that may 

be present as far out as the marine reef.  However the geotechnical investigations suggest that 

there is a considerable depth of sand above the peaty deposits and therefore the impact may not 

occur or may be very limited.  In the event that peats or similar deposits are present and are 

impacted, the overall effect would not be significant as these deposits are likely to extend over a 

wider area than just the proposed cable routes in this location.  

4.87 The two cable trenches across Longis Common would generally measure 1.5m wide and 1.5m 

deep.  The limited depth means that this part of the construction work is unlikely to extend deep 

enough to disturb archaeological remains other than those of relatively recent date.  However the 

potential to encounter features and objects associated with the occupation of the island during 

WWII, including human remains, must be acknowledged.  Any impact on such features and 

objects could result in a significant adverse effect, depending on the nature of the remains. 

4.88 Works required for the installation of the cables north of Longis Common and through to the TJB 

pit at Corblets Bay are unlikely to result in any significant adverse effect on buried archaeological 

remains.  This is due to the nature of the ground traversed by the cable trenches in this part of 

the route, where much of the subsurface material is quarry spoil.  

4.89 The works associated with the installation of the cables would be visible from a number of 

structures that have been designated as Historic Buildings by the State of Alderney.  These 

include: the Roman fort or signal station known as The Nunnery or Chateau de Longis (002); the 

Tudor defensive position known as Essex Castle (003) and Pepper Pot watchtower added 

subsequently to this castle (004), the Napoleonic Corblets Barracks (Sharpes Farm) and SWD 

Shed at Mannez (008 and 009 respectively), the Victorian forts of Ile de Raz (005) Corblets (006) 

and Château á L’Étoc (007), and the WWII Direction Finder known as the Odeon (010). 

4.90 It is therefore likely that there would be a slight adverse effect on all of these buildings during the 

period of construction, both from visible elements of the work and also from noise.  However 

these effects would be temporary and limited to the period of construction, which would be 

approximately 6-12 months.  The Historic Buildings closest to the works areas are the Napoleonic 

structures at Corblets Barracks (Sharpes Farm) and SWD Shed at Mannez (008 and 009 

respectively).  After the work is finished there would be no visible element in the landscape that 
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would have an effect on the significance of any designated Historic Building.  Similarly there 

would be no permanent adverse effect on any part of the designated Conservation Area C/004. 

Proposed Mitigation Measures  

4.91 If peats or similar organic deposits in the intertidal zone at Longis Bay are impacted by open-cut 

trenching, opportunities would be sought for the recovery of material that could then be 

subsequently analysed with regard to dating, also pollen, microfauna etc.  

4.92 Consideration would be given to the identification and recording of the remains of any 

archaeological period located within the TJB pit.  This includes the peat deposit for which dates of 

commencement and cessation could potentially be obtained as well as analyses of pollen and 

microfauna. 

4.93 Due to the unstable nature of the windblown sand which is present within the Longis Common 

area, pre-construction archaeological examination of the route of the cable trenches here, and 

also the TJB pit, is unlikely to achieve the objectives of allowing the identification and safe 

investigation of archaeological features and deposits.  Any such examination would require 

engineering input to shore up the archaeological investigations as well as support with regard to 

any unexploded ordnance that might be encountered. 

4.94 Instead it is proposed that the construction work is monitored by suitably qualified and 

experienced archaeologists, with additional archaeological resources available to be used if 

required.  Excavation of the cable trenches and the TJB pit would be carried out using methods 

conducive to the identification of archaeological deposits/features.  This work would constitute an 

archaeological watching brief and would be undertaken in line with the relevant Standard and 

Guidance published by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA 2014b).   

4.95 A detailed Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) would be submitted to, and agreed with, the 

States of Alderney prior to the start of construction.  This would describe the construction 

methods along with the nature of the archaeological response.  There would be a defined 

protocol for dealing with the discovery of human remains, particularly any remains likely to be of 

WWII date.  The WSI would address issues such as archaeological recording, treatment of finds, 

archive curation and deposition, and possible publication. 

4.96 Towards the northern part of Longis Common, the cable trenches would be within a semi-

metalled track which ascends gently and appears to be constructed on top of spoil from one or 

more nearby quarries.  There is an extant WWII bunker adjacent to the eastern edge of the track 

at the lower end of the track, whilst footings of other buildings likely to be contemporary with the 

bunker are present on the western edge in the same area.  This part of the cable route has a 

much lower archaeological potential due to the nature of the ground on which the track is 

founded.  The archaeological watching brief would be maintained during the excavation of the 

cable trenches in this area. 

4.97 This same low archaeological potential can be applied to the remaining part of the terrestrial 

cable route which is either within the road bed of Whitegates Road or within an area of quarry 

spoil to the east of Corblets Quarry.  The archaeological watching brief would be maintained 

during the excavation of the cable trenches in this area.  
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4.98 A borehole drilled in the level ground to the south of the road that runs around Corblets Bay 

found 2.1m of made ground (sand and quarry spoil) overlying 5.5m of buried beach deposits 

(sand, gravel, cobbles).  It is possible that the interface between the made ground and the beach 

deposits could include a buried land surface that may be of archaeological interest and the 

archaeological watching brief would be maintained during the excavation of the TJB pit in this 

area. 

4.99 Geotechnical investigation has not found any deposits of palaeoenvironmental interest within the 

intertidal zone at Corblets Bay.  It is proposed that no archaeological work is required with regard 

to work undertaken seaward of the TJB pit here. 

4.100 No mitigation is proposed with regard to temporary effects on the settings of designated Historic 

Buildings or on the Conservation Area. 

4.101 None of the measures proposed above represent ‘mitigation’ in the way in which this term is used 

in environmental assessment, as they do not reduce the level of effect.  However they should be 

seen as measures taken to offset the effects of the proposed development through the recovery 

of new information about the history of the island. 

Future Monitoring 

4.102 No future monitoring is proposed with regard to effects on any aspect of archaeology and cultural 

heritage. 

Summary 

4.103 The proposed development passes through a designated Conservation Area at Longis Common.  

However the impacts would be limited to visual change during construction and also noise during 

construction and are therefore short-term.  Once construction is completed and the cable route 

reinstated there would be no residual impacts and thus the character and appearance of the 

Conservation Area would be preserved.    

4.104 The proposed development would not impact on the fabric of any structures that have been 

designated as Historic Buildings.  There would be some changes within the settings of several 

Historic Buildings during construction, but these would be temporary and would not affect the 

significance of these buildings. 

4.105 The section of the proposed development within Longis Common is considered to have the 

highest potential for impact on buried archaeological remains.  The relatively shallow depth of the 

trenches required for the cables means that material of pre-19th century date is unlikely to be 

present, but cannot be entirely ruled out.  However there is potential for remains of WWII date to 

occur within the cable trenches in this area.  The TJB pit to the south of Longis Common Road 

may impact on archaeological remains of prehistoric and Roman date, as well as later material 

including that of WWII date. 

4.106 An archaeological watching brief would be maintained during those parts of the construction 

programme that require ground clearance and excavation.  This would apply to all of the 

terrestrial parts of the cable route and possibly also to the intertidal works in Longis Bay, 

depending on the method of construction here.  A scheme of investigation that provides details of 
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the methodology to be employed during the archaeological brief would be agreed with the 

Building and Development Control Committee ahead of commencement of the construction work. 
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MGU Reference codes refer to the Alderney Sites and Monuments Record 

Site No Source Name Period 

001 States of 
Alderney 

Longis Common (and surrounding area) Conservation Area – C/004. N/A 

002 MGU3539 Chateau de Longis/The Nunnery.  Square fort with rounded corners at Longis Bay; the eastern wall has 
collapsed and was rebuilt further in.  Almost certainly Roman shore fort of 3

rd
 century AD date.  Historic 

Building B/102. 

Roman 

003 MGU4279 Essex Castle – 16th century fort adapted and enlarged in the 1850s and 1860's as a barracks and 
garrison hospital.  Now a residence.  Historic Building B/101. 

Tudor 

004 MGU6617 Pepper Pot watchtower, Essex Castle.  The nineteenth century watch tower inside the north wall at Fort 
Essex was converted into an observation post during WWII.  The conical roof dates from this later 
redevelopment.  Historic Building B/101a. 

Early 19
th
 century  

005 MGU4278 Fort Ile de Raz.  The fort is reached by a tidal causeway.  It was completed in 1855 and mounted ten 
guns in two batteries firing to seaward and into Longis Bay.  Behind and below the rampart level, is a 
well-protected barracks for two officers and 64 men.  Historic Building B/103. 

Victorian 

006 MGU4274 Fort Corblets - battery and barracks dating from 1855.  Now private residences.  Historic Building B107. Victorian 

007 MGU4273 Fort Château á L’Étoc - this fort is situated on the most northerly point of Alderney and was completed 
in 1855.  It had seven batteries mounting 23 guns and a barracks for 128 men.  The barracks are 
converted for modern accommodation.  Historic Building B/109. 

Victorian 

008 States of 
Alderney 

Corblets Barracks (Sharpes Farm), Mannez.  Initially constructed in the early 19
th
 century as the 

officers’ quarters for the Corblets garrison.  Historic Building B/136. 
Early 19

th
 century 

009 States of 
Alderney 

SWD Shed, Sharpes Farm, Mannez.  Initially constructed in the early 19
th
 century as quarters for other 

ranks from the Corblets garrison.  Historic Building B/137. 
Early 19

th
 century 

010 MGU6433 At the northern end of flak battery Höhe 145 was the MP3 or Marinepeilstand 3 (naval direction-finding 
tower 3).  It has three floors above ground level with north-facing slitted embrasures.  Locally known as 
'The Odeon'.  Historic building B/126. 

WWII 

011 MGU4223 A quantity of flint thought to be Mesolithic has been identified in this field after ploughing. Mesolithic 

012 MGU2488 Worked flint has been recovered adjacent to the causeway leading to Rat Island, but the date and Prehistoric 
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exact location is not recorded. 

013 MGU4282 Flint finds besides quarry on a possible raised beach, so some may be natural. Prehistoric 

014 MGU193 Les Porciaux North - ruined gallery grave.  It comprised at least 4 capstones supported on uprights 
when it was excavated in the 19

th
 century by Francis Lukis.  It was badly damaged during the 

Occupation and only around half of the structure now remains. 

Neolithic 

015 MGU4213 Les Porciaux South - ruined passage grave comprising 4 uprights and 3 capstones when examined by 
Lukis family in 19

th
 century.  Badly damaged during the Occupation and site overgrown. 

Neolithic 

016 MGU4224 Possible remains of a cist about 30 metres WSW of Les Porciaux North.  Observed by Lukis and 
mentioned by Kendrick, but not identified in recent site visits, so may be destroyed. 

Prehistoric 

017 MGU5664 La Pierre du Vilain was a mound with a standing stone either upon or next to it.  In 1832 the land was 
divided into lots and it appears that the monument was destroyed at around this time. The mound 
contained 'several remains of mankind.' 

Neolithic / Bronze Age 

018 MGU5630 Earthen mound containing a stone structure with capstones, investigated by F Lukis. No recorded 
finds. Site was on flat ground behind Essex Castle, there may be overgrown remains. 

Neolithic / Bronze Age 

019 MGU6844 There was a megalithic monument near 'Peter Fourneau's Cottage' at Longis Bay - visited by Frances 
Lukis.  There appears to have been a series of stone cists and a number of polished axes, pots, human 
bones and other prehistoric objects were found. 

Prehistoric 

020 MGU4232 A ruined megalithic chamber recorded by John Lukis at Vaux Trembliers Bay in 1838.  It is now lost: 
either destroyed or buried under quarry spoil below present road or old railway track.  Possibly a 
second structure to the north-west. 

Neolithic / Bronze Age 

021 MGU3529 Peat deposits underlie the beach material close to the causeway to Raz Island. Sometimes visible after 
storms.  Flints have been found in the peat. 

Holocene deposit 

022 MGU4254 There are peats along most of the top of Longis beach, with perhaps a gap in the centre of the bay. Holocene deposit 

023 MGU5665 Alderney Hoard - bronze hoard found in 1832 on Longis Common.  Contains about 200 objects 
including broken fragments of swords, socketed spear points, axes, bracelets, pins and casting debris. 

Bronze Age 

024 MGU5672 A series of stone cists containing human remains, but no grave goods, was found on Longis Common 
in the 19

th
 century.  A short distance from the Alderney Hoard and the destroyed Pierre du Vilain 

monument, but the precise location is not known. 

Prehistoric 
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025 MGU5688 In 1853 workmen found 'a hard-baked floor of clay, limpet shells closely incorporated, also large 
mussel shells.'  It was 2 feet down and underneath it was a layer of sand blackened by fire.  Located c. 
100 metres north of Coastguard Cottages. 

Prehistoric 

026 MGU4296 Possible Bronze Age settlement.  Hearths identified by geophysical survey and surface finds of Bronze 
Age sherds nearby.  Situated east of Whitegates on an open field with a gentle slope. 

Bronze Age? 

027 MGU4231 Earthen mound on Essex Hill investigated by F Lukis. Exact location not known. No recorded finds. Bronze Age 

028 MGU4234 Isle de Raz used as a cemetery both in the Bronze Age and Roman periods. The site was probably 
destroyed by the building of the fort, but there are records of finds from 1853. 

Bronze Age & Roman 

029 MGU4357 A hump on the hillside east of Fort Albert hillside and near to the Hammond Memorial. This may be a 
prehistoric burial monument. 

Bronze Age? 

030 MGU5487 Barrow containing stone cists with grave goods and human remains.  Visited by John Lukis in 1838, by 
which point it was in ruins.  Exact location not known and probably now destroyed. 

Bronze Age? 

031 MGU4233 A cemetery comprising a number of stone cists was discovered during the building of Chateau L’Étoc in 
1853.  It was destroyed by the soldiers, but it is known that urns with burnt bones and ashes were 
found.  Two bronze halberds were found above the cemetery. 

Bronze Age? 

032 MGU4239 Trench cut for an electricity cable revealed Iron Age pottery sherds and six grinding stones in 
association with limpet shells. Possible burial. 

Iron Age 

033 MGU3515 Les Huguettes - low wall around area where a large number of large Iron Age 'A' pots were excavated 
in 1970/1971.  It appears to have been a manufacturing site for pottery and other fired clay items. 

Iron Age 

034 MGU3517 Possible site of Iron Age hut platforms; slope south of Les Huguettes pottery kiln site. Iron Age 

035 MGU4306 It is reported that skeletons were discovered during the building of Coastguard Cottages in the early 
20

th
 century.  Two further skeletons were found in this area in c. 1950. 

Prehistoric/Roman? 

036 MGU5673 Five graves were discovered by Admiralty workmen in 1905 while cutting a drain across Longis 
Common.  Skeletons survived and grave goods include bronze neck rings and iron weapons. 

Prehistoric/Roman? 

037 MGU4340 Rotary querns found near to the top of the beach at Longis.  First identified c. 1990, several are now at 
the museum - they had been damaged during manufacture and appear to have been dumped. 

Iron Age? 

038 MGU4369 Potential promontory fort on Essex Hill (also MGU 4252 and MGU4345) Iron Age 

039 MGU5631 Stone cist investigated by F Lukis.  Pottery, flint and 'anvil stone' recovered.  Site was on flat ground Prehistoric 
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behind Essex Castle. 

040 MGU5683 Up to 17 cists containing human remains were discovered in the eroding cliff just beyond the north wall 
of the Nunnery in 1924 and 1925.  Prehistoric and Roman artefacts were found in the vicinity of the 
graves, but they do not appear to have been placed. 

Prehistoric/Roman? 

041 MGU6768 Eight sherds of prehistoric pottery marked found near L’Étoc Quarry, Alderney in the 1950s. Prehistoric 

042 MGU3528 The foundations of a large building or quay were found at ‘The Kennels’ (Longis Common) in 1973. 
Roman material found in association. 

Roman? 

043 MGU5685 The remains of several small buildings with hearths were discovered on Longis Common when 
enclosures were being created.  Roman pottery and tile was found nearby. 

Roman? 

044 MGU5687 The Longis Dump - exact location of site is not known, but it was close to the Nunnery.  Excavated by 
von Hugel and Nichols in 1889.  Finds included human remains, a coin of Commodus, pottery, tile, 
brick and metal and glass objects.  Most of the material is now lost. 

Roman 

045 MGU3511 A concentration of Gallo-Roman pot sherds observed in 1988.  A small excavation revealed a man-
made terrace and wall, perhaps to protect fields from sand blows. 

Roman 

046 MGU4344 Flints and Roman material found in the sand on Longis Beach. Prehistoric/Roman? 

047 MGU4359 Jetty situated on the west side of Longis Bay. Ceased to be maintained by 19th century and all that 
remains are some massive stones. 

Post-medieval? 

048 MGU5671 Several graves were found in the area behind Longis Pond during the 19th century. Human bones 
were found.  Exact location of site not known. 

? 

049 MGU4313 Longis Lines were sited on an earlier battery which was part of the defences during the Napoleonic 
Wars. The lines, together with Rat Island Fort, were sited to effectively seal the entrance to Longis Bay. 

19
th
 century 

050 Partridge & 
Davenport 1993 

Le Measurier Battery – defensive battery (3 guns) located centrally at Longis Bay, constructed c. 1804. Early 19
th
 century 

051 MGU4309 Longis Barracks - built in 1801 it comprised barracks, officers’ quarters and a cook house, but only the 
barracks survives.  It is now a private house. 

Early 19
th
 century 

052 Partridge & 
Davenport 1993 

King’s Battery - defensive battery on higher ground south-west of Corblets Bay, had 7 guns in early 19
th
 

century but was initially established in the 18
th
 century. 

18
th
 century 

053 Partridge & Stony Hill Battery - defensive battery on higher ground south-west of Corblets Bay, had 4 guns in early 18
th
 century 
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Davenport 1993 19
th
 century but was initially established in the 18

th
 century. 

054 Partridge & 
Davenport 1993 

Château á L’Étoc Battery - defensive battery west of Corblets Bay, had 4 guns in early 19
th
 century but 

was initially established in the 18
th
 century. 

18
th
 century 

055 Partridge & 
Davenport 1993 

Saye Battery – defensive battery (2 guns) located centrally at Saye Bay, constructed c. 111. Early 19
th
 century 

056 MGU5178 An unidentified vessel, possible called "Batiment", was wrecked off the coast at Longy, Alderney, on 26 
August 1696 (exact location unknown). 

17
th
 century 

057 MGU4700 The HitchinBrook, a mail cutter, was wrecked at Longy, Alderney, on 2 February 1826 (exact location 
unknown). 

19
th
 century 

058 MGU6806 Railway from Mannez Quarry to Braye Harbour breakwater.  The railway was built in 1847 to transport 
stone from the quarries to Braye Harbour.  It ran from Mannez Quarry via Berry's, L’Étoc, Battery and 
York Hill Quarries to the harbour and right out along the breakwater.  Now running as a tourist 
attraction. 

Mid 19
th
 century 

059 MGU4305 Earthen bank c. 50 metres in length and orientated north-south. It was constructed as the rifle butts for 
a 500 yard range. Two gun shelters survive on the east side. 

WWI 

060 MGU6185 A substantial stone wall built to protect a row of cottages from stray bullets from the rifle range 
extending west from here. The cottages have gone but the wall remains (along with the butts). 

WWI 

061 MGU4927 The schooner Panope was refloated after being sunk at Mannez, Alderney, on 19
th
 November 1854 – 

exact location unknown. 
19

th
 century 

062 MGU4992 The fishing smack Saint Antoine came to grief off Mannez, Alderney, on 11
th
 January 1904 - exact 

location unknown. 
20

th
 century 

063 MGU6186 Longis Bay anti-tank wall - concrete anti-tank wall is very well-preserved with construction dates 
surviving on the top.  There is a main western stretch (c. 480m) with a smaller section at the eastern 
end (c. 100m).  A machine gun bunker is positioned centrally within the western section. 

WWII 

064 MGU6839 Strongpoint 'Steinbruch' was located on both sides of the road to the north and north-east of Longis 
Bay.  Most of the positions have survived. 

WWII 

065 MGU4332 ‘Höhe 145’ - battery of 6 x 88mm flak emplacements with various supporting gun emplacements and 
buildings on Mannez Garenne. 

WWII 
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066 MGU6836 ‘Riegel Ost’ (Defence Line East) - defensive line west of Longis Common, now the eastern end of the 
golf course.  One of three defence lines; consisted of a double line of trenches and associated 
weapons positions - some remains survive. 

WWII 

067 MJU6668 Lager Nordeney - forced labour camp situated at the north-east of the island at Saye Bay.  The camp 
was demolished in 1944, but traces of many structures can still be identified.  The area is now partly 
the Saye camp site. 

WWII 

068 MGU6845 ‘Russian’ cemetery on Longis Common – used for burials of forced labourers.  There is at least one 
mass burial pit on the eastern side of the cemetery, which may have extended beyond the area 
subsequently recorded on ‘official’ maps of the island.  

WWII 

 


